Recent advances in microarray technologies for proteomics.
Proteins are fundamental components of all living systems and critical drivers of biological functions. The large-scale study of proteins, their structures and functions, is defined as proteomics. This systems-wide analysis leads to a more comprehensive view of the intricate signaling transduction pathways that proteins engage in and improves the overall understanding of the complex processes supporting the living systems. Over the last two decades, the development of high-throughput analytical tools, such as microarray technologies, capable of rapidly analyzing thousands of protein-functioning and protein-interacting events, has fueled the growth of this important field. Herein, we review the most recent advancements in microarray technologies, with a special focus on peptide microarray, small molecule microarray, and protein microarray. These technologies have become prominent players in proteomics and have made significant changes to the landscape of life science and biomedical research. We will elaborate on their performance, advantages, challenges, and future directions.